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Abstract—The notions of `-diversity provides a strong privacy
guarantee for generalization. However, existing `-diversity algo-
rithms may force users to choose between publishing no data
or scarifying privacy if the data have a skewed distribution of
SA values. In this paper, we solve this problem by extending
`-diversity in two ways. First, we allow the generalization of
SA values and second, we use a simple function to constraint
frequencies of SA values. The resulting (τ, `)-diversity is more
flexible and elaborate. We present an efficient heuristic algorithm
that uses a novel order of quasi-identifier values to achieve
(τ, `)-diversity. We compare our algorithm with two state-of-
the-art algorithms based on existing `-diversity measures. Our
preliminary experimental results indicate that our algorithm can
not only effectively deal with data with skewed SA distributions
but also result in better utility of anonymous data in general.

Index Terms—Data Privacy, Anonymization, Generalization,
Algorithm, Experiments

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider anonymization of data tables for research and
data mining. Many recent anonymization methods [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] protect privacy using
generalization, a technique that recodes specific data values
using more general ones.

In a generalization framework, the attributes of a table are
divided into a quasi-identifier (QI) and an sensitive attribute
(SA). A table T can be partitioned on QI into a set P of
equivalence classes (ECs) so that tuples in an EC have an
identical QI value. A fundamental notion of privacy in this
context is `-diversity [1], [7], which requires each EC to
contain at least ` well-represented SA values.

Definition 1: (based on [1], [7]) A table satisfies the simple
`-diversity if f1 ≤ 1

` for every equivalence class E, where f1
is the frequency of the most frequent base SA value in E; it
satisfies the recursive (c, `)-diversity if f1 < c(

∑m
i=` fi) for

every equivalence class E, where fi is the frequency of the
ith frequent base SA value in E and c ≥ 1 is a constant.
The `-diversity guarantees that an adversary cannot identify
the SA value of a target person with 100% confidence unless
she has the background knowledge to rule out at least ` − 1
SA values in the EC of the target person. Despite this strong
privacy guarantee, since existing measures of `-diversity do
not permit the generalization of SA values, algorithms based
on these measures can be difficult to use in practice if data
have a skewed SA distribution.
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Fig. 1. Examples of `-Diversity Anonymous Data

We call privacy requirements (i.e., ` and/or c) that let an
`-diversity algorithm output tables of some utility the eligible
requirements, and the range of such requirements the eligible
range. The distribution of SA values of a table imposes limits
on eligible ranges. In particular, for simple `-diversity, it limits
the maximum `; for (c, `)-diversity, if c is fixed, it limits
the maximum `, and if ` is fixed, it limits the minimum
c. Many real-world datasets have skewed distributions and
impose narrow eligible ranges. For example, for simple `-
diversity, most datasets in UCI repository [11] have an eligible
range no larger than 2 ≤ ` ≤ 6. Some of them have an eligible
range of ` = 2 and some others even do not have an eligible
range (that is, no ` can produce non-empty table). Using
existing `-diversity algorithms on such datasets can cause two
problems.

1) Risk of negative disclosure.
A negative disclosure occurs if the published table
allows the adversary to determine with a high probability
that a target person does not have a certain SA value.
For example, by seeing a table containing 100 distinct
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(a) (0.5, 3)-diversity (b) Induced SA distribution

Fig. 2. An Example of (τ, `)-Diversity

SA values and an EC containing 2 distinct SA values,
the adversary knows with a probability of 1 which of
the 98 SA values a target person does not have. A
negative disclosure occurs if the adversary does not
know this before seeing the data. To reduce the risk
of negative disclosure using `-diversity, the data owner
needs to specify a large `. But if eligible range of ` is too
narrow, the data owner can be forced to choose between
publishing no data and sacrificing privacy; neither is
satisfactory.

2) Risk of positive disclosure.
A positive disclosure occurs if the published table allows
the adversary to identify with a high probability that the
SA value of a target person is within a very small set.
For example, in Figure 1, table (a), a microdata of a
hospital containing one tuple per patient, imposes an
eligible range ` = 2 and c = 3 for (c, `)-diversity (for
any other ` and c, the output table is either empty or
of no utility). However, with table (b), a generalization
of table (a) satisfying (3, 2)-diversity, the adversary can
determine with a probability of 0.714 that any person
whose anonymous tuple is in the EC with QI value
<[20,29], 100**> will have hepatitis. Table (a) also
imposes an eligible range of ` = 2 for simple `-diversity.
However, with table (d), which satisfies 2-diversity, the
adversary can determine with a probability of 0.9 that
any person whose anonymous tuple is in the EC with
QI value <[20,39], 1000*> will have either hepatitis or
phthisis. In general, a positive disclosure can happen
even if the adversary could not uniquely identify the
true SA value of the target person. To reduce the risk
of positive disclosure, the data owner needs to specify
a large ` (and also a small c in case of (c, `)-diversity).
Again, if the eligible range is too narrow, the data owner
can be forced to choose between publishing no data and
sacrificing privacy.

In this paper, we solve these problems by extending `-diversity
in two ways. First, we allow the generalization of SA values.
If an EC contains a tuple t with a general SA value a, all
base (i.e., leaf) SA values under a in the taxonomy are said to
be induced by a. Unless she has prior knowledge to believe
otherwise, the adversary must assume that any base SA value
induced by a is equally likely to be the original SA value

of t. Thus, the frequencies of the induced base SA values
are estimated from frequency of a. We can require that each
EC must contain at least ` well-represented induced base SA
values. Now, the eligible range of ` is no longer restricted
by the distribution of SA values in the original table because
it can be easily expanded by generalizing SA values. Thus,
we can effectively control the negative disclosure. Secondly,
we can use some simple function to restrict the frequencies
of induced SA values in each EC, and require the highest
frequency to be bounded by τ , a user specified threshold. This
allows us to effectively control positive disclosure. As a result,
we introduce a new `-diversity measure called the functional
(τ, `)-diversity. Our specific contributions are as follows:

1) We define functional (τ, `)-diversity and use a linear
function to specifies an upper bound on cumulative
frequency of ` dominant induced SA values.

2) We present a heuristic algorithm that finds a good table
of (τ, `)-diversity using a novel partial order of QI
values that takes into consideration the importance of
QI attributes and the information retained in QI values.

3) We compare the privacy and utility achieved by our
algorithm with those achieved by two existing `-diversity
algorithms. Preliminary experimental results indicate
that our method can produce useful anonymous data in
many cases when existing methods cannot output any
data, and in many other cases, our method can often
produce much better data than existing methods can,
and do so with a comparable performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we define the notion of (τ, `)-diversity and formulate the
problem. In Section III, we present a heuristic algorithm for
solving the (τ, `)-diversity problem. In Section IV, we present
experimental results. The Section V concludes the paper and
discuss some future work.

II. FUNCTIONAL (τ, `)-DIVERSITY

Each attribute has a taxonomy in the form of a tree, in
which leaf nodes are base values and nodes at higher levels
are more general than nodes at lower levels. We assume that
SA has m distinct base values. If a tuple contains only base
values in its components, it is a base tuple, otherwise, it is
a general tuple. We use �to denote “more general than” and
� to denote “covers” (namely, �or =) relationships between
values in a taxonomy or between tuples.

Definition 2: (Induced Frequency) Let E be an EC, a be
a base SA value, and t be a tuple in E. The frequency of a
induced by t[SA] is

l(t[SA], a) =

{
p(a)P

v∈leaves(t[SA]) p(v)
, if a � t[SA];

0, otherwise.

where leaves(v) is the set of leaves under v, and p(a) is a
weight assigned to base SA value a. The induced frequency
of a in E is

f(a) =
∑
t∈E l(t[SA], a)
|E|

Intuitively, the weight of a base SA value can model the
background knowledge of an adversary. If the adversary’s
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background knowledge is unknown, we can assign a weight
1 to a base SA value if it appears in the microdata, and 0,
otherwise.

Example 1: Assume a weight of 1 for each base SA value.
In Figure 2, table (b) shows the induced frequencies of ECs of
table (a). Specifically, in the EC consisting of tuples 1, 2, 4,
and 5, the induced frequency of hepatitis is 0.5 = 0.5+0.5+1+0

4 .
Definition 3: (Cumulative Frequency) Let f1, . . . , fm be

frequencies of base SA values a1, . . . , am induced from an
EC and f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ fm. We call fk the kth

dominant SA frequency and ak the kth dominant SA value.
The cumulative frequency of the first k dominant SA values
is F (k) =

∑k
i=1 fi.

Example 2: Consider EC 1 of table (a) (with QI value
<[20,29], 1000*>) in Figure 2. According to table (b), the cu-
mulative frequencies of the EC are F (1) = 0.5, F (2) = 0.75,
F (3) = 1 and F (4) = 1.

Definition 4: (Functional (τ, `)-diversity) A partition P
of microdata T is said to satisfy a functional (τ, `)-diversity
(or simply (τ, `)-diversity) if for each equivalence class E,
F (k) ≤ ψ(k), for every 1 ≤ k ≤ m, where F (k) is the
cumulative frequency of the first k dominant SA values and
ψ(k) is an increasing function over [1,m] with ψ(1) = τ and
ψ(`) = 1.
In this paper, we use the following linear function:

ψ(k) =

{
τ + 1−τ

`−1 (k − 1), if 1 ≤ k ≤ `;
1, if ` < k ≤ m.

Example 3: In Figure 2, table (a) satisfies the (0.5, 3)-
diversity. It contains three ECs each of which has the identical
set of cumulative frequencies F (1) = 0.5, F (2) = 0.75,
F (3) = 1 and F (4) = 1. These cumulative frequencies
are no larger than their respective limits ψ(1) = τ = 0.5,
ψ(2) = 0.75, ψ(3) = 1 and ψ(4) = 1.

Theorem 1: Let E be an equivalence class of a (τ, `)-
diversified partition of original microdata and o be any in-
dividual whose tuple is in E. An adversary can infer, with
a probability no higher than ψ(k), that the SA value of o is
among one of the k dominant SA values.
We measure the utility of anonymous tuples by the amount of
information retained in them as follows.

Definition 5: (Utility Measure)The information of a value
v in a taxonomy is I(v) = 1

|leaves(v)| . The information of
a tuple t is I(t) =

∑
A∈A I(t[A]), where A is the set of

attributes. The information of a table G is I(G) =
∑
t∈G I(t).

The utility of G is the fraction of information in the original
table O that is retained by G, that is, um(G) = I(G)

I(O) .
Example 4: In Figure 2, the information of tuple 1 of table

(a) is 1
10 + 1

10 + 1
2 = 0.7.

We can now define the (τ, `)-Diversity Problem as follows.

Given a microdata T , a set of QI attributes, a set of
SA attributes, and a privacy requirement (τ, `), find
a partition P of T that satisfies the (τ, `)-diversity
requirement and um(P) is maximized.

Since the optimal (τ, `)-diversity problem is NP-hard, we
present a heuristic algorithm in Section III.

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Order of QI Values

III. SEQUENTIAL SWEEP ALGORITHM

The algorithm finds a partition of a table by moving base
tuples from their initial ECs into some other ECs until all ECs
are (τ, `)-diversified. Since each EC has a unique QI value,
the space of ECs is the lattice of QI values in a given set of QI
attributes (see Figure 3(a) for an example). Initially, tuples are
in ECs of their original QI values. If an EC does not satisfy
the (τ, `)-diversity requirement, some tuples in the EC can
be moved (or swept) into other ECs that have more general
QI values. The algorithm uses a heuristic order among ECs
to determine a unique next EC for each tuple to move into.
Thus, we can sweep ECs one by one in this order (thus the
name sequential sweep). If the last EC still does not satisfy
the distribution requirement, we can generalize SA values of
some selected tuples in the EC.

A. Heuristic Order of QI Values

Let the QI consist of attributes A1, . . . , Ad. Each QI value
is a d-tuple and also a node in the lattice defined by the
taxonomies of these attributes. For any QI value q and any
QI attribute Ai, q[Ai] is at some level in taxonomy of Ai,
where the root is at level 0. We denote the level j of taxonomy
of attribute Ai by Li,j and the set of values at Li,j by Si,j .
We assume that taxonomies of attributes are represented in
an appropriate form so that both Si,j and Li,j can be easily
obtained. In addition, each value (node) in a taxonomy is
associated with two quantities: its level and the number of
leaves it covers. We also assume that Ai is more important
than Ai+1 for 1 ≤ i < d. Here the importance of attributes can
be based on their semantics, the complexity of their taxonomy,
or the preference of a user.

As a heuristic, we measure the information retained by any
value in level Li,j of an attribute Ai as

I(Si,j) =

∑
v∈Si,j

p′(v) · I(v)∑
w∈Si,j

p′(w)

where p′(v) is the weight of a value v and I(v) is the
information retained by v defined in Definition 5. Here the
weight p′(v) can be given by a user or simply be the number
of leaves that appear in original table and are covered by v.
Since a taxonomy tree may have an arbitrary shape, nodes
at the same level may cover different number of leaves and
retain different amount of information. Intuitively, I(Si,j) is
the average of the amount of information retained by a value
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in Si,j . Next, for every QI value q whose component q[Ai] is
at level Li,ji (that is, q[Ai] ∈ Si,ji ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we define
the average information retained by q as

I(< L1,j1 , . . . , Ld,jd >) =
1
d

d∑
i=1

I(Si,ji)

Notice that different QI values may retain the same amount
of information.

Definition 6: (Order �I ) The level vector of a QI value q
is vq =< I(< L1,j1 , . . . , Ld,jd >), L1,j1 , . . . , Ld,jd >, where
Li,ji is the level of q[Ai]. A QI value q precedes another QI
value q′ (written q �I q′) if vq > vq′ (that is, if there exists
some 0 ≤ h < d, such that v[i] = v′[i] for 0 ≤ i ≤ h, and
v[h+ 1] > v′[h+ 1]).

Example 5: Figure 3(a) shows the taxonomies of two at-
tributes A and B and the lattice of QI values they define. We
assume that A is more important than B and the weight of each
base value is 1. Consider QI value a0b1. Since a0 is at level 0
in attribute A, b1 is at level 1 of attribute B, the set of values in
A at level 0 has only one value a0, and the set of values in B
at level 1 has two value b1 and b2, the information retained by
a0b1 is I(< 0, 1 >) = 1

2 ·(
1· 12
1 + 1·1+1·1

1+1 ) = 0.75, and the level
vector va0b1 =< 0.75, 0, 1 >. Similarly, va1b1 =< 1, 1, 1 >,
va1b0 =< 0.75, 1, 0 >, and va0b0 =< 0.5, 0, 0 >, as shown in
Figure 3(b). Thus, a1b1 �I a1b0 �I a0b1 �I a0b0. Notice
that a1b0 and a0b1 cannot be ordered by �(more general
than), but can be ordered by �I .

Theorem 2: For any two distinct QI values q1 and q2 that
are more general than the same base QI value q, either q1 �I
q2 or q2 �I q1.

Example 6: In Figure 3(a), both a0b1 and a1b0 are more
general than a1b1, as shown in Example 5, a1b0 �I a0b1.

Definition 7: (Next EC) Let q0 be a base QI value of a
base tuple t and q � q0 be the QI value of the EC containing
t. The QI value of next EC of t based on �I is q′ such that
q′ � q0, q �I q′, and there exists no another QI value q′′,
such that, q′′ � q0 and q �I q′′ �I q′.

Example 7: In Figure 3(b), if the EC of QI value a1b0
contains two tuples t1 and t2, where t1[QI] = a1b1 and
t2[QI] = a1b2. Then, the next EC for t1 is the EC of a0b1
and the next EC for t2 is the EC of a0b2.

B. The Algorithm

Our algorithm is given in Figure 4. There are a total H =∏d
i=1 hi items in V, where hi is the height of taxonomy of

attribute Ai. Initially, each item in V contains an empty list of
ECs. At beginning, if the original microdata does not satisfy
the (τ, `)-diversity, the algorithm will generalize SA values
to satisfy the requirement. It will then assign tuples to their
initial ECs and sweep tuples one EC at a time. Some details
are given in the following.

Theorem 3: The time complexity of Sequential Sweep Al-
gorithm is O((H + hSA) · n), where hSA is the height of
taxonomy of SA, H =

∏d
i=1 hi , hi is the height of the

taxonomy of QI attribute Ai, and n = |T |.

Input: a table T ; a set of attribute taxonomies; a (τ, `) requirement
Output: a table satisfying (τ, `)-diversity
Method:
1. while T as an EC is not (τ, `)-diversified do
2. generalize SA value of a tuple of T ;
3. let V be a sorted set of items <levelVector, ECList>;
4. for each tuple t in T do
5. EC = findNextEC(t[QI], null, V); place t into EC;
6. closedECList=∅; count=|T |; currItem = first item of V;
7. while currItem is NOT the last in V and count > 0 do
8. while ECList in currItem is not empty do
9. currEC = removeFirst(ECList);
10. while currEC is not (τ, `)-diversified do
11. remove a tuple t from currEC;
12. nextEC= findNextEC(t[QI], currItem, V);
13. put t into the nextEC;
14. If currEC is not empty
15. add currEC into closedECList;
16. count = count - |curEC|;
17. currItem = next item in V;
18. if ECList in currItem is not empty
19. currEC = removeFirst(ECList);
20. while currEC is not (τ, `)-diversified do
21. generalize SA of a tuple in currEC;
22. add currEC into closedECList;
23. return tuples in closedECList.

Fig. 4. Sequential Sweep Algorithm

C. Generalize SA Values

We select tuples for SA values generalization according to
the following heuristic. To reduce the skewness of an SA
distribution, we select a tuple whose SA value covers the
dominant base SA value of the EC. If more than one candidate
exists, we choose the tuple that has the least general SA value.
The SA value of the selected tuple is replaced by its parent
SA value. This step is repeated until the set of tuples satisfies
the (τ, `)-diversity requirement.

D. Select Tuples to Sweep

As long as an EC does not satisfy (τ, `)-diversity and it
is not the last EC, we sweep tuples one by one into other
ECs. Let E be the EC, a be the dominant base SA value,
and f(a) be its induced frequency. According to Definition
2, the frequency of a induced by tuple t is l(t[SA], a). If t
is removed from this EC, the new induced frequency of a
becomes f(a)·|E|−l(t[SA],a)

|E|−1 . Thus, removing t can effectively
reduce skewness of SA distribution only if l(t[SA], a) > f(a).
Consequently, our heuristic is to select the tuple whose re-
moval maximizes the reduction of the induced frequency of
the dominant base SA value.

E. Find Next EC

To locate the next EC for a given base tuple t in the
current EC, the function findNextEC (in steps 5 and 12 of
the algorithm) performs the following tasks. First, it finds the
level vector vt[QI] of QI value of t. Then, it finds the first item
subsequent to the current item whose level vector v satisfies
the following conditions: v[0] ≤ currV [0], where currV is
the level vector of the current item, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
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v[i] ≤ vt[QI][i], where v[i] is the ithcomponent of vector v.
Then, it finds a unique QI value q, such that, q � t[QI] and
vq = v. The next EC should be the EC of q in the ECList of
the item. If this EC does not already exist, a new EC will be
created and inserted into the ECList.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented the Sequential Sweep algorithm (SWEEP)
and two existing `-diversity algorithm: the Incognito-based
(c, `)-diversity [1] (CLD) and 1-D `-diversity [7] (1DLD).
Our experiments were based on Adult and Nursery datasets
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [11]. We used all
45,222 records of the Adult dataset and all 12,960 records of
the Nursery dataset. The experiments were run on a PC with
a 2.8 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM.

A. Privacy Protection

Since it is more general than other `-diversity measures,
we use (τ, `)-diversity in this experiment to specify privacy
requirement and to measure the privacy actually achieved.
Since other `-diversity measures do not match (τ, `)-diversity
perfectly, CLD and 1DLD often achieve a protection beyond
what is required.

Definition 8: (Excessive Protection)Let f1, f2, ..., fm be
frequencies of base SA values of an EC E. The excessive
protection of E with respect to a (τ, `)-diversity requirement
is defined as e(E) =

∑m
k=1 |ψ(k) − F (k)|. The excessive

protection of a partition P is e(P) = minE∈P{e(E)}.
Figure 5 shows excessive protection (on the y-axis) of the
three algorithms for increasingly stronger (τ, `)-diversity re-
quirements (on the x-axis). To measure excessive protection
of CLD and 1DLD for a given (τ, `)-diversity, we run these
algorithms with all possible values of ` (and c), and measure
the excessive protection of each resulting dataset according
to Definition 8. We report the minimum excessive protection
in Figure 5. Notice that our measure of excessive protection
favors CLD and 1DLD.

As shown in Figure 5, while all (τ, `)-diversity requirements
are eligible for SWEEP, some are not eligible for CLD and
1DLD (the curves show no result at those (τ, `) for which
the corresponding algorithms output an empty table.) Actually,
there are many more (τ, `)-diversity requirements than shown
in Figure 5 for which CLD and 1DLD can only output an
empty table. For those requirements that are eligible to all
the three algorithms, SWEEP results in a much less excessive
protection than CLD and 1DLD do.

B. Utility and Accuracy

In this experiment, we compared the utility of anonymous
data produced by the three algorithms. In Figure 6, the utility
is measured with the information-based measure given in
Definition 5 and the (τ, `)-diversity requirements are the same
as those in Figure 5. For (τ, `)-diversity requirements that CLD
and 1DLD do not output non-empty tables, the corresponding
curves do not show any result. As shown by Figure 6, for
both Adult and Nursery datasets, SWEEP often achieves much

Fig. 8. Execution Time of Algorithms Relative to That of 1DLD

higher utility than 1DLD and CLD do. Also, 1DLD achieves
higher utility than CLD does. Notice that, we only considered
the data produced by 1DLD and CLD that had the least
excessive protection. Otherwise, the utility of these algorithms
will be much worse than what is shown here.

We also measured utility based on classification accuracy of
decision trees learned using ID3 algorithm from anonymous
data produced by the three algorithms. The utility measure in
Figure 7 is the ratio of the classification accuracy of decision
trees learned from the anonymous data over the classification
accuracy of decision trees learned directly from the microdata.
Again, for both Adult and Nursery datasets, SWEEP exhibits
better utility than CLD and 1DLD.

C. Execution Time

In this experiment, we considered the execution time of the
three algorithms. For CLD and 1DLD, finding the best anony-
mous data that satisfies a given (τ, `)-diversity often requires
a brute force search that runs the algorithms for different `
(and c). For example, for 1DLD the search has to start from
` = 2 and try each subsequent ` until it output a table that
satisfies the given (τ, `)-diversity. The situation is much worse
for CLD because the search space is 2-dimensional (c and `)
without a total order. This brute force search definitely has
a negative impact on the performance of 1DLD and CLD.
Although we may theoretically determine the weakest simple
`-diversity and (c, `)-diversity requirements that guarantees a
given (τ, `)-diversity, such “best” measures typically cause
much worse loss of utility than that shown in Figures 6 and
7. As shown in Figure 8, for the (τ, `)-diversity requirements
that are eligible to all algorithms, execution time of SWEEP
is less than three times of that of 1DLD, and is always less
than that of CLD; for the (τ, `)-diversity requirements that are
only eligible to SWEEP, execution time of SWEEP increases
linearly.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a new measure of `-diversity
called the (τ, `)-diversity, which extends `-diversity in two
ways. First, it allows the generalization of SA values. Second,
it uses a function to explicitly specify constraints on frequen-
cies of the first ` dominant induced SA values. We analyze the
strength of various `-diversity measures and give an efficient
heuristic algorithm that uses a novel heuristic order of quasi-
identifier values to obtain (τ, `)-diversified anonymous data.
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(a) Adult Dataset (b) Nursery Dataset
Fig. 5. excessive protection Produced by Algorithms

(a) Adult Dataset (b) Nursery Dataset
Fig. 6. Utility of Datasets Measured by Information

(a) Adult Dataset (b) Nursery Dataset
Fig. 7. Utility of Datasets Measured by Decision Tree Accuracy

We compare our algorithm with two state-of-the-art `-diversity
algorithms. Our preliminary experimental results indicate that
our algorithm not only provides a stronger privacy protection
but also results in better utility of anonymous data.
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